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Welcome to 
the AbOriginal
family!

We are delighted to have you among us.On behalf of

all the members of staff and the management, we

would like to extend our warmest welcome and good

wishes!

WH O  W E  A R E  D R I V E S  WH A T  W E  D O .



We are an entertainment production  company

specializing in audiovisual content from, by and of the

Nigerian cultural experience, and driven by the belief that

the creative arts can challenge perceptions—about people,

about culture, about Nigeria. 

Who 
We Are
O U R  C O M P A N Y  D N A



We provide entertainment content of, by, and from the

Nigerian experience, for domestic and international

audiences for the purpose of promoting cultural

associations at home and abroad.We therefore strive to

develop innovative entertainment platforms that celebrate

and promote Nigerian creative talent.

What 
We Do

O U R  R E A S O N  F O R  B E I N G



Our Vision

 

Our Mission

 

 To be Nigeria’s premier
provider of creative arts content

To provide first-class audiovisual content
through balanced and diverse content
from and of the Nigerian experience
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Actual company values as opposed to nice-sounding
ones are the behaviors and skills that are valued in

fellow employees.

AbOriginal Values
I N T E G R A L  T O  O U R  W A Y  O F  L I F E



Values are 
our bedrock.
W E  A R E  A  T E A M  F I R S T ,  A N D  A  C O M P A N Y  S E C O N D .

At AbOriginal, our Core Values are more than just words. They're the

bedrock of "the Aboriginal Way", and the framework for how we go

about all our actions, projects and initiatives.

Our values guide everything we do: how we interact with our

employees, how we interact with our clients and community, and how

we interact with our vendors and business partners. As we grow, our

processes and strategies may change, but these 10 Core Values will

remain the same - and form the template for what we look for, and

encourage, in all members of AbOriginal Productions.



High
Performance

You aim be be the best you, you can

be.

You consistently deliver top quality

performance - for yourself and your

team

You do more with less

You focus on great results rather

than on process

You avoid analysis-paralysis - focus

on progress over process

Done is better than perfect



Sound Judgment

You make decisions rooted in

research and analysis, and take

initiative in execution

You think strategically and can

articulate what you are, and are not,

trying to do

You smartly separate what must be

done well now, and what can be

improved later



Curiosity

You eagerly pursue growth and

learning

You seek to understand AbOriginal's

strategy, target market and practice.

You stay constantly informed  about

events that occur in and affect the

Nigerian entertainment industry



Passion

You inspire others with your thirst for

excellence

You care intensely about

AbOriginal’s success

You celebrate wins and mourn any

losses equally - then get back in the

fight

You are tenacious, determined and

resolute while taking ownership of

AbOriginal's projects & initiatives



Communication

You listen to absorb, understand and

respond helpfully - and not just to

react

You are articulate but concise in

speech and writing and

communicate your opinion clearly

with minimal ambiguity

You maintain calm poise in stressful

situations



Innovative Spirit

You re-conceptualize issues to

discover practical solutions to 

 problems

You challenge prevailing

assumptions when warranted, and

suggest more beneficial alternatives

You are creative and open-minded



Honesty

You are known for candor and

directness

You are reliable and trustworthy in

your comments about colleagues -

you only say things about absent

that you will say to them in person

You are non-political even when you

disagree with others



Courage

You say what you think even if it is

controversial; we like people willing

to ruffle feathers for the greater good

You make tough decisions without

agonizing

You embrace challenges and take

(smart) risks

You question actions inconsistent

with AbOriginal's values



Humility

You are ego-less when searching for

the best ideas and solutions

You make time to help colleagues

You build a positive team spirit

You treat people with respect

regardless of their status or

disagreement with you

You are quick to admit and take

ownership of your mistakes



Equality

At AbOriginal, we are fully committed to

ensuring a healthy work environment in

which respect, dignity and fairness,

equality, self-esteem and inclusiveness

are basic norms and rights for our team.

We are strongly opposed to any and all

forms of discrimination, and have a

policy of non-judgmental acceptance

regardless of gender, religion, sexual

orientation, culture or other societal

distinctions and differentiations. 



Thanks for
being here!


